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AGENT CONTROL FORM

Part I

CAPELIN	 4 December 1947

A. 1. .SC. Munich
2. a_
3. agent-informant
4. a. May 1947

b. CARRYALL, unit staff member
c. CARRYALL used Subject as his casual informant in

Salzburg, Austria
5. PATROCLUS

B. 1. To pass on to us information of CI value in possession
of SB/OUN

2. To penetrate SB/OUN
3. Munich and Amzon
4. CI, since that was his former work with the Abwehr

(Ast/Cracow)
5. High with the Ukrainian circles and organizations
6. Ukraine, Poland
7. Not yet determined

C. 1. To supplement his meagre food rations. Has hopes of
emigrating to USA (with the help of his cousin, a
US citizen). Is anti-communist.

2. Vas imprisoned by pre-1939 Polish government for
Ukrainian nationalist activities; released by the
Germans and worked as Pbrehr agent dispatcher against
Soviet Russia

3. a, b, and c. Likes Americans and English; sympathizes
with the Germans; dislikes Foles and Czechs; hates
Russians and communism

d. Honest, trustworthy, has physical courage
e. Has experienced imprisonment and was subjected to

lengthy interrogations; is considered capable of
maintaining presence of mind even under duress

f. Opinion formed on basis of personal observation
and from opinion held by his former Abwehr supervisors.

D. 1. Subject was first employed as an unconscious informant,''
by FR Salzburg. Details of initial contact with Subject
by FR Salzburg cannot be obtained, since individuals
who made that contact are redeployed. In the fall of
1946 and winter 1946-47 Subject was employed by
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CARRYALL as a casual informant. When CARRYALL left Salzburg he
dropped Subject as his informant and informed this case officer
about Subject's CI ability in April 1947. Case officer arranged
for Subject's transfer from vicinity of Salzburg to Munich.

2. CARRYALL submitted several reports of CI nature
originating with Subject; these reports showed that
Subject had previous CI training.

3. In Subject's apartment
4. a. CARRYALL as "Dr. NOVAK" (Subject is not aware

that CARRYALL is stationed in Munich) and the
case officer as

b. Lt. LOGAN under true name. Subject met Lt. Logan
on three occasions: once at Subject's transfer
to Munich; again during requisitioning of Subject's.
apartment, and finally when Subject's German
documentation was being secured.

c. The "American Intelligence"
d. Beyond a telephone number which is registered by

CIC Munich, Subject has no means of locating
the case officer. Impression was purposely created
In 8ubleot!3 ,..mind that the ease officer works alone.
He thinks Lt. Logan is an MG officer occasionally
assisting the case officer, not for organizational
reasons but because MG naturally would assist the
"American Intelligence".

e. Subject depends on us wholly for his smoking re-
quirements and partly for food. He could be
given over to the Soviets for his wartime coopera-
tion with the Germans against Russia. Subject
would expect our assistance in clearing his record
when his US cousin sends him the necessary affidavit
to emigrate to the States.

f. Subject's loyalty would have to be re-examined
only if Ukraine became independent or when Soviet
Russia would cease to be Communistic.

a. Apartment was secured for Subject under the pretense
that Americans are interested in assisting people
holding religious positions.('C:

b. Subject works full time for SB/OUN
c. SB/OUN suggested to Subject that he always use a

cover story of a priest, because as such he can
freely move within the Amzon.
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6. Question does not apply, since Subject's present work
is not considered dangerous.

7. Cigarettes (3-4 cartons), coffee (1 lb.),-sugar (5 lbs.),
soap (2 bars), meat (2-3 lbs). No money.

8. Past favors done: transfer from Austria, securing of
apartment and of necessary German documentation. Possible
future favors: assistance in securing of fuel (requested)
and of clothes (anticipated).

9. a. None
b. Notconsidered applicable, since Subject's work does

not take him out of Amzon.

SECRET


